USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10311.21

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: EVERYTHING THE USS GENEVA AND ITS WAYLAID SHUTTLE TRY TO DO HAS UNEXPECTED RESULTS. NOTHING NEAR THIS ANOMALY WORKS THE WAY IT SHOULD
XO_Taal says:
::sits down as the red alert klaxons sound::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE SHUTTLE HAS BEEN TAKEN OVER BY THE ENTITY FROM THE ANOMALY WHO THEN WENT ON TO TAKE OVER THE CAITIAN SCIENTIST ABOARD
FCO_Mikan says:
@::stands behind Tlatoani (Rojak) as she pilots the shuttle::
Rojak says:
@::works on becoming one with Tlatoani controlling her every move::
TO_Mungo says:
::stands at tactical working on getting the shuttle back::
CO_Shras says:
:: In his chair, looking over the preparation for entry into the anomaly ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::On shuttle in one of the back seats::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: PORTIONS OF THE GRAVITY PLATING IN THE SHUTTLE HAS BEEN DISRUPTED, AS HAS THE AIR HANDLING SYSTEM AND SEVERAL OTHER SHUTTLE SYSTEMS ON AN INTERMITTANT BASIS
XO_Taal says:
TO: Shield status?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE CREW OF THE USS GENEVA FEVERISHLY WORKS TO RESOLVE THE SITUATION, BUT NOTHING SEEMS TO WORK AS IT SHOULD, ONLY MAKING MATTERS FOR THE SHUTTLE AND THOSE ABOARD IT WORSE
TO_Mungo says:
XO: 78% Sir.
XO_Taal says:
TO: Acknowledged.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain? Whenever you are prepared, sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: Keep a close eye in his every move. Mean while ask him if it his intent on killing us because unless we get some control over this craft, namely the environmental controls. The air system has been compromised.
CO_Shras says:
XO: Take us in commander
XO_Taal says:
CO: Aye, sir.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: HOWEVER, NOW THAT THE ENTITY HAS APPARENTLY COMMITTED ITS ATTENTION TO THE CREW OF THE SHUTTLE, THE GENEVA FINDS ITSELF ABLE TO ACT PRETTY MUCH AS IT NORMALLY WOULD
XO_Taal says:
AFCO: Helm, take us away from the anomaly. Half impulse.
XO_Taal says:
<AFCO> XO: Aye, Commander. Taking us away. Half impulse.
XO_Taal says:
::looks at the view screen::
FCO_Mikan says:
@CNS: I am trrrying. ::looks at the CIV:: CIV: Rrrojak, we need envirrronmental contrrrols back online. Can you help me accomplish that?
XO_Taal says:
AFCO: All stop!
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Sir I can recharge shields if you wish.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, it appears everything is... normal.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::thinks about the oxygen depletion:: CNS: In the event environmental systems are incapable of coming online, I believe our shuttles are equipped with EVA suits. I believe so. The last time I used one, I was on the Expedition.
XO_Taal says:
TO: Scan the area. Is the anomaly still there?
CIV_Tlatoani says:
@FCO: I think I know, I don't think I know, I don't think I know that I know, I think I know even though I don't think I know.
TO_Mungo says:
::scans::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: If we can get some systems back I'd like you to see how much information we can record. At least we should at least try to complete our mission. I'll check the EVA suits...just in case. Good thinking.
FCO_Mikan says:
@::is worried about Tlatoani based on her response but is even more worried about himself because he could follow that::
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Yes but it seems it is benign now sir.
XO_Taal says:
TO: Benign? ::raises eyebrow:: Fascinating...
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Gets up to look in the storage space for the EVA suits::
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, what do you think of the situation?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods to the CNS and returns his attention back to sensors, recording all the data they can about the anomaly and the entity, called Rojak::
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Sir, I can recharge the shields if you wish to have them to full strength.
XO_Taal says:
TO: Please do.
TO_Mungo says:
::takes shields offline and recharges them::
CO_Shras says:
XO: I am perplexed....
CIV_Tlatoani says:
@::steers the shuttle out of the anomaly::
CO_Shras says:
CO: Can we contact the shuttle?
TO_Mungo says:
::raises the shields after they are recharged::
XO_Taal says:
::moves over the OPS console and looks it over::
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Shields fully recharged.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Attempting to hail the shuttle, sir. ::initiates a hail::
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Strength 100%.
XO_Taal says:
TO: Continue to monitor the shuttle.
TO_Mungo says:
::monitors::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Finds EVA suits and checks that they have not been affected or infected by Rojak's presence::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: Are there enough for the whole shuttle team?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Yes
FCO_Mikan says:
@CSO: Have you thought about getting Rrrojak out of Tlatoani?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hears FCO's comment to CSO and adds:: CSO: ...and off the shuttle?
XO_Taal says:
*AT*: Away Team, this is Commander Taal. Please respond.
XO_Taal says:
::waits::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS/FCO: In order to assist it and us out of the anomaly, I'm only to assume it requires a physical bond with a host in order to do what it needs to have done.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Not sure we want to bring Ronik's new friend on board the Geneva.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
@::looks at the blinky light on her console and taps it:: XO: Who's therrre?
XO_Taal says:
*CIV*: Tlatoani? Are you alright? What is happening?
FCO_Mikan says:
@::looks at the CNS and thinks "new frrriend"?::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
@*XO*: I don't know. ::puts her paws behind her head:: Oh.. ::shows him her blood-soaked paws:: Sticky!! ::hits the 'close comm" button::
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: He does seem to like you.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: If my assumptions are correct, once we have successfully neutralized the anomaly, the entity will have no need for Tlatoani's body. Organic physical restraints are very primitive by such a being's perception.
FCO_Mikan says:
@::sighs:: CNS: I suppose he does.
XO_Taal says:
*CIV*: Tlatoani? ::taps the console to try and reopen the channel::
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: ...and thank goodness he does.
FCO_Mikan says:
@CNS: Counselorrr, this is just my luck. Someone finally has rrromantic feelings towarrrds me and it is a male. ::shakes his head::
XO_Taal says:
CO: We must go in and save her... them, Captain.
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: I'm available later if you need an appointment. ::Laughs lightly at his own humor::
FCO_Mikan says:
@::looks at the CNS not the least bit amused::
CIV_Tlatoani says:
@::looks at her paws and blinks::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sets up a looping distress communication to the Geneva... that way as soon as technically possible they will be notified that we are ok::
CO_Shras says:
XO: Any signs of the anomaly?
XO_Taal says:
CO: Mr. Mungo reports that the anomaly is currently benign.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ FCO: There are a lot of cultures that do not limit romantic relationships to a set gender.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ FCO: I suppose it wouldn't hurt to... experrriment.
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: Do you have any clue as to why Rojak still has our systems inoperable?
FCO_Mikan says:
@::looks disgustedly at the CSO:: CSO: It is obvious you arrre not Caitian.
CIV_Tlatoani says:
@::gets dizzy from blood loss and passes out::
CO_Shras says:
XO: Get us into tractor beam range
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods the FCO:: Tunik isn't Caitan; before he comments, he sees Tlatoani and moves to assist::
FCO_Mikan says:
@CNS: She is taking us out of the nebula. We should interrrcept the Geneva in ::checks the console:: 30 seconds.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Yes, sir.
XO_Taal says:
AFCO: Helm, take us in tractor beam range.
Rojak says:
@::leaves Tlatoani's body and hovers above the flight console::
FCO_Mikan says:
@::picks up Tlatoani's body in his arms::
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: ...and his plans after that? And with us?
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::scans her current status while patching up where her... carburetor is leaking::
XO_Taal says:
TO: Tactical, prepare to tractor the shuttle on the Captain's mark.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Stands::
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Aye, Aye.
FCO_Mikan says:
@::holding the CIV in his arms:: CNS: It appearrrs so Counselorrr.
FCO_Mikan says:
@CNS: Rrrojak has left Tlatoani's body.
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: Lay her down back there.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: Doctor, tend to her, please.
FCO_Mikan says:
@::nods to the CNS then looks to the CSO for confirmation::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::notices she's suffered brain damage:: Self: There went her day job. ::turns to the CNS:: CNS: I... am.
CO_Shras says:
TO: Can you lock on them?
TO_Mungo says:
CO: Checking.
XO_Taal says:
<AFCO> XO: We're in tractor beam range now, Commander.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Checking to see if Rojak has given up any control, yet.
TO_Mungo says:
CO: I think so.
Rojak says:
@::heads back to the environmental controls and reverses the air flow to expel then slips into the vent::
CO_Shras says:
TO: Engage tractor beam, get them into the shuttle bay
TO_Mungo says:
::engages tractor beam::
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::applies pressure cutting off the bleeding, injects a triox-suppliment, and uses dermal regenerator for arm::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: You know, Doc. And forgive the expressing of my honest opinion, although, uncalled for but, I would like to see you, once again, in the role of Doctor.
TO_Mungo says:
::maneuvers the shuttle to Shuttlebay::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: You are so good at it. It seems a waste for you to be doing anything else. 
CSO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: Thank you Counselor.
TO_Mungo says:
::opens Shuttlebay doors and lands the shuttle::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::I think we are in the shuttle bay. With out sensors it’s hard to tell.
TO_Mungo says:
::closes Shuttlebay doors::
TO_Mungo says:
CO: Shall I send a med team?
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: They should talk to us first. They just brought Rojak onto the ship.
CO_Shras says:
TO: Yes tell sick bay to prepare for casualties
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::curious how he might extract the entity from Tlatoani's body, aware that he has to keep the entity within a containment field when he does::
CNS_Bauer says:
@FCO: Unless? Is it gone?
TO_Mungo says:
*SICKBAY*:I need a med team to the Shuttlebay and prepare for casualties.
XO_Taal says:
CO: Captain? Permission to monitor the medical teams in the shuttle bay?
FCO_Mikan says:
@::returns to the helm:: CNS: Yes Counselorrr, the entity has left Tlatoani.
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::taps combadge:: *Geneva Computer*: Computer, transport Counselor Bauer, and Mr. Mikan outside of shuttle. Then, activate a level ten containment field around this shuttle.
FCO_Mikan says:
@::shuts down the shuttle engines::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks at CSO::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CSO: I guess you can get her to sickbay. I better go see Shras.
FCO_Mikan says:
@::performs post-flight operations::
CO_Shras says:
XO: Are you sure you can keep a cool head commander?
XO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow and thinks::
XO_Taal says:
CO: Unknown, Captain. The logical course of action would be to remain on the bridge.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits shuttle::
CO_Shras says:
CO: Then maybe in this case the logical course of action would be to remain on the bridge and let the doctors do their work....
CSO_Tunik says:
@ ::picks Tlatoani up and exits the shuttle:: Computer: Two to sickbay. Energize.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Leaves shuttle bay and heads for the turbo lift::
CNS_Bauer says:
TL: Bridge, please.
FCO_Mikan says:
::heads back to the bridge::
XO_Taal says:
::nods his head at the Captain and remains seated::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters bridge:: CO: Sir... ::Sits exhausted::
CSO_Tunik says:
::materializes in sickbay, and moves Tlatoani to the bio-bed::
XO_Taal says:
AFCO: Helm, take us out of the anomaly. Hold position one million kilometers from the edge of the anomaly.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: How was the trip counselor?
XO_Taal says:
TO: Monitor the anomaly for any changes.
CSO_Tunik says:
<Orik> ::sees Tunik arrive and nearly hops out of his skin in shock; after a moment of awareness, he moves to assist:: CSO: Welcome back.
FCO_Mikan says:
::arrives on the bridge:: CO: Lt Mikan rrreporrrting forrr duty sirrr.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Exciting, Sir. It's good to be home.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm afraid Tlatoani is in sickbay. Tunik is with her.
XO_Taal says:
::stands up::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: What happened? Is she going to be alright?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Sorry, Taal.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I'm afraid you will have to wait for a report from the Doctor.
CSO_Tunik says:
Orik: She's suffered from a serious blood lose. We need to accelerate blood production and stimulate brain cell reproduction. She's had some brain damage and we need that repaired immediately.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO/XO: Rojak took over her already injured body. I don't know much more.
FCO_Mikan says:
::takes the helm from the AFCO::
CSO_Tunik says:
<Orik> CSO: Take me down to the paradise city where the grass is green and the girls are pretty. Oh won't you please take me home!
XO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Rojak?
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Rojak?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: The entity who took control of the shuttle as well as our Tlatoani.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: It was Rojak who got us out of the anomaly.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Friendly or not?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: although, I hardly approved of his methods.
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Fascinating...
XO_Taal says:
CNS: I trust it will be in your report, Counselor.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I wouldn't say friendly. He seems to enjoy some of what he did.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Yes. This will be a difficult report to pen.
FCO_Mikan says:
::ears flick backward at the words of the CNS::
XO_Taal says:
TO: Mr. Mungo, what's the status of the anomaly?
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm sorry, Sir. There wasn't much I could do to defend us.
CO_Shras says:
XO: Put a force field around sick bay
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I'm afraid I have let you down. ::Yawns out of exhaustion::
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Checking.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks off, staring at nothing in particular::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: It appears you require sleep, Counselor.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I'm ok. I think I'll just wait to hear from Doctor Tunik.
XO_Taal says:
*CSO*: Commander, the Captain would like to activate a force field around sickbay.
XO_Taal says:
::nods an affirmative at the Counselor::
CSO_Tunik says:
*XO*: Is this in regards to Orik's singing?
XO_Taal says:
::raises eyebrow::
XO_Taal says:
*CSO*: Is Orik singing? Perhaps an evacuation is in order as well.
TO_Mungo says:
XO: Still checking.
FCO_Mikan says:
::swivels his chair to face the XO:: XO: The entity has left Tlatoani sirrr.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Gee, Ronik...don't you think you should...you know...go change you uniform.
TO_Mungo says:
XO: It is dissipating.
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Thank you, Lieutenant. ::tenses at the thought::
FCO_Mikan says:
CNS: I believe that I will..... When my shift is overrr.
CSO_Tunik says:
::refrains an emotional reaction to Taal's joke:: *XO*: It shall be second on our agenda. And, I support activating the force field.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Ronik was instrumental in our safe return, Sir. I was glad he was there.
TO_Mungo says:
XO: It is still there I suggest that we place warning buoys around it.
XO_Taal says:
*CSO*: Very well. See to it, Commander.
FCO_Mikan says:
::turns his seat back to the helm console and smiles to himself at the praise of the CNS::
XO_Taal says:
TO: A logical course of action. Please proceed.
CSO_Tunik says:
Computer: Activate force field around sickbay. Level 8.
CO_Shras says:
XO/CNS/FCO: Were would that Rojak be now?
XO_Taal says:
FCO: Helm, plot a course around the anomaly so we could easily deploy the buoys.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: The Captain's silence is killing him, but after a wait he slowly nods off in his chair... left of the Captain's...at least for now.
TO_Mungo says:
::places buoys::
CSO_Tunik says:
<Orik> CSO: Seeing Tlatoani like this... makes me regret that Taal has such a relationship with her.
FCO_Mikan says:
XO: Aye sirrr. ::sets a course:: XO: Course laid in sirrr.
CSO_Tunik says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Orik: Right...
FCO_Mikan says:
CO: I believe that the entity left the shuttle shorrrtly afterrr we escaped the nebula.
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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